This study concerns the combined effects of Earth's rotation and stabilizing surface buoyancy flux upon the wind-induced turbulent mixing in the surface layer. Two different length scales, the Garwood scale and Zilitinkevich scale, have been proposed for the stabilized mixing layer depth under Earth's rotation. Here, this study analyzes observed mixed layer depth plus surface momentum and buoyancy fluxes obtained from Argo floats and satellites, finding that the Zilitinkevich scale is more suited for observed mixed layer depths than the Garwood scale. Large-eddy simulations (LESs) reproduce this observed feature, except under a weak stabilizing flux where the mixed layer depth could not be identified with the buoyancy threshold method (because of insufficient buoyancy difference across the mixed layer base). LESs, however, show that the mixed layer depth if defined with buoyancy ratio relative to its surface value follows the Zilitinkevich scale even under such a weak stabilizing flux. LESs also show that the mixing layer depth is in good agreement with the Zilitinkevich scale. These findings will contribute to better understanding of the response of stabilized mixing/mixed layer depth to surface forcings and hence better estimation/prediction of several processes related to stabilized mixing/mixed layer depth such as air-sea interaction, subduction of surface mixed layer water, and spring blooming of phytoplankton biomass.
Introduction
Surface winds induce turbulent mixing in the surface layer, while the mixing is moderated by Earth's rotation. Stabilizing buoyancy fluxes at the ocean surface further weaken wind-induced mixing and shoal the surface mixing layer. The surface mixed layer, through which surface fluxes have been mixed, is a remnant of this surface mixing layer through which surface fluxes are being actively mixed (e.g., Brainerd and Gregg 1995; de Boyer Montegut et al. 2004) . Both the surface mixed and mixing layer depths are a key quantity for several oceanic processes such as air-sea interaction, subduction from the surface layer into greater depths (e.g., Marshall et al. 1993) , and spring blooming of phytoplankton biomass (e.g., Sverdrup 1953; Obata et al. 1996) ; correct understandings of dependence of the mixing/mixed layer depth on winds and stabilizing buoyancy flux under Earth's rotation or a scaling law of stabilized mixing/mixed layer depth are crucially important.
The depth of the wind-induced mixing layer in a neutrally stratified rotating fluid is given by the turbulent Ekman layer depth (Rossby and Montgomery 1935) and is derived as follows: surface wind stress (momentum flux) tends to form the logarithmic boundary layer under the ocean surface where the mean velocity shear is given by U * /kz and eddy viscosity is kU * z. (U * , k, and z are the friction velocity, the von Kármán constant, and the distance from the boundary, respectively.) Earth's rotation, however, changes the mean velocity shear from logarithmic and suppresses wind-induced turbulence. Given the eddy viscosity coefficient K M , the Ekman balance equation (Ekman 1905) gives the turbulent Ekman layer depth as
where f is the Coriolis parameter. Assuming K M ; kU * L as in the logarithmic boundary layer and inserting it in the above equation, the depth scale of the turbulent Ekman boundary layer
is obtained (Rossby and Montgomery 1935) . This scaling is consistent with recent numerical simulations of the wind-driven flow in neutrally stratified rotating fluid (Zikanov et al. 2003) . The simulation showed that the logarithmic boundary layer is limited to within 0.1U * /jfj from the surface. Below that layer, the Ekman boundary layer forms in which eddy viscosity decreases with depth. Such profiles of decreasing eddy viscosity have been observed by field measurements (Chereskin 1995; Yoshikawa et al. 2007 Yoshikawa et al. , 2010 . The Monin-Obukhov length L MOL (Monin and Obukhov 1954) on the other hand gives a scale of the mixing layer under the stabilizing surface flux. This scale can be derived from a balance between the shear production rate in the logarithmic layer (U 3 * /kz) and buoyancy consumption rate B of turbulent kinetic energy (Kundu et al. 2004) ,
or from the vertically integrated turbulent kinetic energy (TKE) balance equation [shear production (U 3 * ) 1 buoyancy consumption (BL/2) 5 dissipation, where the dissipation is assumed to be proportional to U 3 * ]. Though this scale was used as the stabilized mixing (or mixed) layer depth in some previous studies (Kraus and Turner 1967; Qiu and Kelly 1993) , lack of Earth's rotation effect in the scale is crucial for estimating that depth, and this resulted in nonnegligible differences between estimations and observations (Garwood 1977; Garwood et al. 1985; Gaspar 1988 ). This means that both the effects of Earth's rotation and surface stabilizing flux need to be considered simultaneously. A question is how these two effects cooperate or compete with each other to shoal the mixing layer. Garwood (1977) improved the Monin-Obukhov (or Kraus-Turner) scale by assuming dissipation in the integrated TKE balance equation to be proportional to U 2 * fL rather than U 3 * , resulting in
where a G77 and b G77 are empirical constants. Gaspar (1988) examined the mixed layer depth observed at the ocean weather station Papa and found that this scale well explains the observed variations of the mixed layer depth. On the other hand, an atmospheric counterpart of stabilized mixing/mixed layer depth is the stably stratified Ekman boundary layer depth, and its scaling was proposed as follows. Assuming K M ; kU * L MOL under the stabilizing buoyancy flux and inserting it in Eq. (1), the following length scale is obtained (Zilitinkevich 1972) :
Recent large-eddy simulations (LESs) of Goh and Noh (2013) showed the validity of this scale as the oceanic mixed layer depth. Zilitinkevich et al. (2002) further extended this scale to neutral conditions by assuming that the actual stabilized Ekman depth will be more affected by the smaller length scale between L EKD and L Z72 as
where a, b, and n are empirical constants. From observations at three different field experimental sites (Zilitinkevich et al. 2002 ) and large-eddy simulations (Zilitinkevich et al. 2007 ) for the atmospheric boundary layer, n 5 2 is found so that
where a Z02 and b Z02 are optimized constants for L Z02 . The quantity L Z02 is expected to be better than L Z72 even for the oceanic surface mixing/mixed layer depth in that it covers the depths under the weak stabilizing buoyancy fluxes where Earth's rotation effect plays more important roles. Applicability of this scaling to the oceanic boundary layer is suggested by Zilitinkevich et al. (2002) , though it is not yet validated from observed data. As described above, two different scales, L G77 and L Z02 , have been proposed for stabilized mixing layer depth. Though previous studies tested the validity of these scales using the observed mixed layer depth, the number of observations was limited in both the ocean and atmosphere. [The number of ocean stations that can provide detailed time series of the mixed layer depth and atmospheric forcings are few, while the stable atmospheric boundary layer is limited at higher latitudes or at night (short lived) and hence the number of atmospheric observations is also small.] Though previous LES (Goh and Noh 2013) showed good agreement between the mixed layer depth and L Z72 in their idealized simulations, agreement with L Z02 remains unknown. Differences between the mixed layer depth and the mixing layer depth in ocean surface boundary layer also need to be examined. Thus, further extensive and quantitative examination is required to identify an exact scaling of the mixing/mixed layer depth.
Recent development of Argo float profilers, along with satellite remote sensing, enable us to investigate the scaling of the mixed layer depth in global oceans in an extensive and quantitative manner. In this study, we first analyzed observed oceanic data and investigated parameter dependences of the stabilized mixed layer depth (hereinafter referred to as SMedLD). We assumed that horizontal advection is weak and SMedLD is determined by one-dimensional processes. Only the ''shoaling'' mixed layer is analyzed to minimize effects of preexisting stratification (that were not examined because of the lack of a global dataset of the stratification). Under these assumptions, relevant external parameters are U * , f, and B(,0), and the unique nondimensional parameter representing the stabilizing flux effects is Z 5 2B/jf jU (Zilitinkevich 1972 (Garwood scale) , and (7) (Zilitinkevich scale). Using observed data described in section 2, we examine the functional form of F(Z) with respect to Z and determine the SMedLD scale (section 3). Global distributions and temporal variations of SMedLD are also shown in that section. In section 4, the validity of the scaling was examined using LESs. Results of LESs were also used to discuss differences between SMedLD and the stabilized mixing layer depth (hereafter referred to as SMingLD). Concluding remarks are given in section 5.
Data and analytical method
Observed data in the present study are the mixed layer Argo dataset, gridpoint value (MILA-GPV) (Hosoda et al. 2010) , satellite-derived surface momentum and heat fluxes of the Japanese Ocean Flux Datasets with Use of Remote Sensing Observations (J-OFURO2) (Kubota et al. 2002; Kutsuwada et al. 2009; Tomita et al. 2010) , and satellite-derived surface water flux of the Hamburg Ocean Atmosphere Parameters and Fluxes from Satellite Data (HOAPS) (Fennig et al. 2012) . For the MILA-GPV dataset, 10 daily data were downloaded from its website (JAMSTEC 2013) . From vertical profiles of potential temperature and density with a 1-m depth interval, mixed layer depth was defined as the shallower among depths determined with ) is the heat capacity of seawater, S is the mixed layer salinity, and a and b are the thermal expansion and haline contraction rates of seawater, respectively. The thermal expansion and haline contraction rates were calculated with the equation of state for seawater (Jackett and McDougall 2006) , using the mixed layer temperature and salinity of the MILA-GPV dataset.
The friction velocity and buoyancy fluxes are averaged onto a 28 3 28 grid over 10 days in order to match horizontal and temporal resolutions of surface fluxes with that of the mixed layer data. Figure 1 shows the time series of zonally averaged U * , B, and L MLD . In later spring (defined here as April-June in the Northern Hemisphere and October-December in the Southern Hemisphere), U * becomes weaker, B becomes more stabilizing, and hence L MLD becomes smaller (shoaling).
To investigate SMedLD, we selected L MLD that satisfies the following conditions:
where U * and B (H) are 10 daily fluxes at the corresponding time and location of (10 daily) L MLD considered, and the time differential was taken between the 10 daily data. The first condition was to discard L MLD under too small B or H. Because such weak forcings generate small buoyancy/temperature difference at the mixed layer base, L MLD (if defined in the dataset) is likely determined by other processes than surface forcings. The threshold values of B thr and H thr above were calculated as follows: A surface buoyancy flux B (,0) during T 10 5 10 days (data interval) induces buoyancy increase 2BT 10 per unit surface area. Because this buoyancy increase is vertically mixed in the mixed layer, the buoyancy increase at each level can be roughly represented as 2BT 10 /L MLD . In order for this mixed layer to be detected in the MILA-GPV dataset, the buoyancy increase at the mixed layer base should be larger than a buoyancy threshold Db 5 gDs/r, where Ds is the density threshold value (0.03 kg m 23 ) used in MILA-GPV. Thus, we set B thr 5 2gDs/rL MLD /T 10 . Similarly, H thr was determined from the temperature threshold of MILA-GPV (DT 5 0.28C). The second condition was to exclude other effects than surface forcings (e.g., horizontal advection effects) that might deepen L MLD despite ongoing stabilizing buoyancy flux. Thus, L MLD that shoaled over 10 days was analyzed. However, L MLD sometimes becomes smaller (shoaling) even when surface forcings do not favor it, again because of other processes than surface forcings. To exclude these effects, third and fourth conditions were applied. Finally, L MLD in the later spring was selected in order to reduce contaminations from the other processes. Note, however, that the present results do not largely change even if data in other seasons were included in the following analysis because shoaling of the mixed layer occasionally occurs even in other seasons because of the short-term variations in surface forcings. Data at lower latitudes than 28 (equatorial region) were discarded because of longer inertial periods (response time) than 10 days (forcing period). At higher latitudes than 28, response time of SMedLD to surface forcings will be less than 10 days, and an equilibrium between SMedLD and forcings is expected. The analysis period spans from 2001 to 2008, during which L MLD , U * , and B were all obtained. The number of matching data of L MLD , U * , and B is 6759, which is 10.0% of the total data obtained in the later spring. F(Z) increases with Z, indicating that SMedLD becomes shallower as Z (normalized stabilizing flux) increases. In the figure, mean and standard deviations of F(Z) at each log 10 Z interval were overplotted. Though scatter is large, significant dependence of F(Z) on Z is clearly found. This indicates that one-dimensional processes capture a significant fraction of the variability.
Results
In the figure, F(Z) corresponding to Ekman, MoninObukhov, Garwood, and Zilitinkevich scales are overplotted. Coefficients in L Z02 (a Z02 5 0.28 and b Z02 5 0.31) and L G77 (a G77 5 1.01 and b G77 5 0.04) were determined respectively by matching each F(Z) with the observed F(Z) in a least squares sense. In this figure, a Z02 and b G77 are used in F(Z) of Ekman and MoninObukhov scales, respectively. The Zilitinkevich scale L Z02 is found to be the best among these scales in following the observed F(Z) over 1.0 # Z # 500. Note that
; corresponding to L Z72 also explains well the observed F(Z). Because of slight differences between L Z02 and L Z72 over the observed range of Z, whether L Z02 is better than L Z72 remains unclear from this analysis. [One might think that L Z02 never scale L MLD at smaller Z or jBj because L MLD defined with a certain threshold value (Db) becomes infinitely large as B goes to zero. However, in principal, L Z02 can scale L MLD if B continues for long period (T) so that BT remains finitely large or if L MLD was defined alternatively, as described in the next section.] Of importance here is that F(Z) } Z 1/2 (part of the Zilitinkevich scale) captures SMedLD response to stabilizing surface forcings for Z $ 2, while the Garwood scale (as well as Ekman and Monin-Obukhov scales) fails to explain it. This is consistent with recent field experiments in the atmospheric boundary layer (Zilitinkevich et al. 2002) and recent LESs for the atmospheric (Zilitinkevich et al. 2007 ) and oceanic (Goh and Noh 2013 ) stable boundary layers. In the following, L Z02 is used as the Zilitinkevich scale because L Z02 is almost the same with (or slightly better than) L Z72 for Z . 2. Figure 3 compares L MLD with L Z02 , L G77 , and L MOL . Though scatter is large in all cases, the slope of the regression line (1.03), correlation coefficient (0.59), and root-mean-square difference (0.19) are better for L Z02 than L G77 . Apparently, L MOL overestimates (underestimates) L MLD at higher (lower) latitudes. This demonstrates that use of L MOL (or the Kraus-Turner model) over wide meridional range is not appropriate.
Global distributions of L MLD , L G77 , and L Z02 are shown in Fig. 4 . These maps are obtained by averaging respective quantities in each grid cell. On these maps, depths averaged over April-June (October-December) are plotted in the Northern (Southern) Hemisphere. The observed SMedLD (L MLD ) is typically less than a few tens of meters, except for the central subtropical Pacific and Atlantic Oceans and higher latitudes than 458 (Fig. 4a) . The greatest SMedLD exceeds 100 m and is found in the Antarctic Circumpolar Current (ACC) region. It is again clear that L Z02 successfully captures global distribution of L MLD , while L G77 overestimated SMedLD in the central subtropical Pacific and Atlantic, where 10 # Z # 40 and a systematic difference between L MLD and L G77 is found (Fig. 2) .
Contributions of wind mixing and buoyancy stabilization to L Z02 (and hence L MLD ) may be understood by decomposing L Z02 into L EKD /F(0) (optimized Ekman depth) and F(Z)/F(0) (referred to as the shoaling factor). The wind mixing tends to make SMedLD greater than 150 m at latitudes lower than 158 (not shown), but the shoaling factor, which is also large at lower latitudes (Fig. 5a ), prevents such greater SMedLD. In the central subtropical Pacific and Atlantic Oceans, where SMedLD is relatively larger, momentum fluxes are larger (Fig. 5b) , while buoyancy fluxes are smaller (Fig. 5c) , resulting in smaller Z (nondimensional buoyancy-stabilization effect) and hence the smaller shoaling factor (Fig. 5a ) and greater SMedLD. On the other hand, at higher latitudes (e.g., higher than 458), the shoaling factor is close 
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to its lowest value because of greater friction velocity, smaller stabilizing buoyancy flux, and larger jfj. Note that F(Z)/F(0) is smaller at 458S than at 308S, though B is similar at these latitudes. This demonstrates that stabilization effects cannot be quantified without U * and f. Figure 6 shows temporal variations of zonally averaged L MLD and L Z02 . Note again that L MLD and L Z02 from April to June (from October to December) are plotted in the northern (southern) half area of the figure. Temporal variations in L MLD (Fig. 6a) are well followed by those in L Z02 (Fig. 6b) , though their difference is systematically large at lower latitudes than 108 (Fig. 6c) . Other processes not considered in the present analysis (such as Ekman pumping) may be responsible for this difference as discussed in section 5.
Validation with LESs
Though good agreement between observed L MLD and the Zilitinkevich scale (L Z02 or L Z72 ) was found in observed data, further validation of this agreement will be required because of the large scatter between them (Figs. 2, 3) . Effects of the diurnal cycle (Fig. 3b) .
of the surface heat flux on L MLD need also be examined because these effects are usually large in the oceanic surface boundary layer, but not considered in the original Zilitinkevich scale. In this section, large-eddy simulations were performed for this purpose.
a. Model configuration
Governing equations are the momentum equations, continuity equation, and advection-diffusion equation of buoyancy under the incompressible, f-plane, rigid-lid, and Boussinesq approximations. The model is basically similar to our previous nonhydrostatic model (Yoshikawa et al. 2001 (Yoshikawa et al. , 2012 , except for increased grid resolution and use of subgrid-scale parameterization of Deardorff (1980) , in order for turbulent flows to be resolved.
The model ocean in this study was horizontally uniform. A constant momentum flux (U 2 * ) and a diurnally cycling surface buoyancy flux B(t) were imposed at the surface, while flux-free conditions were used at the bottom. Here, B(t) over 1 day was given by
where T 1 5 1 day, B AV is the daily averaged value of B(t), and B DC represents the magnitude of the diurnal cycling component. Thus, the surface was steadily destabilized (cooled) in the first half of each day, while it was stabilized (heated) in a sinusoidal manner in the second half. This cycle was repeated daily over the integration period. For U * and B AV , zonally averaged U * and B in the later spring shown in Fig. 1 Model domain was set as cubic (D 3 D 3 D dimensions) with periodic side boundaries. The model dimension D was set as 4 3 L Z02 , where L Z02 5 U * /f(0.3 1 0.3Z) 1/2 with Z 5 2B AV /jf jU 2 * . The governing equations and boundary conditions were approximated by second-order finite difference equations. Time integration was performed using the second-order Runge-Kutta scheme. The number of grid cells was 128 3 128 3 128. The grid spacing was horizontally uniform while vertically variable, with smaller grid spacing near the surface.
A total of 10 experiments were performed with climatological forcings (Table 1 ). The Southern Hemisphere was selected because the smallest (0.51) and largest (229) Z were observed there. In all the experiments, the subinertial range of power spectra was identified, indicating that turbulent flows were successfully resolved. The modeled mixed layer depth (denoted hereafter as L * ) was calculated as in the MILA-GPV dataset; L * is the depth at which the density first exceeds its value at 10-m depth by 0.03 kg m
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. Time integration continued for 10 days (T 10 ), with simulated results being recorded every hour.
b. The ''mixed'' layer depth Figure 7 shows temporal variations in the horizontally averaged buoyancy profile in several experiments. In the first half of each day, convection took place to mix the buoyancy in the vertical, while in the second half, buoyancy was stratified in the surface layer. Because net buoyancy flux is downward (stabilizing), surface buoyancy gradually increased with time. The modeled mixed layer depth L * became quasi steady by t 5 T 10 , except in the experiment at 638S, where buoyancy increase in the mixed layer was too small and hence L * could not be defined, though the mixed layer is apparently formed in buoyancy profile (Fig. 7d) . The period of this undefined L * occupies less than 25% over 10 days at lower latitudes than 478S, but it occupies larger than 40% at higher latitudes than 478S. Here, L * was set as 4 L Z02 (5D) if it could not be defined. Longer periods of undefined L * results in overestimation of the mixed layer depth as described next. Average and standard deviation of F(Z) 5 L EKD /L * over 10 days (0 , t # T 10 ) were calculated and plotted along with the observed ones (L EKD /L MLD ) in Fig. 8 . At
because of the longer period of undefined L * at higher latitudes where the surface buoyancy flux is weaker (and hence Z is smaller). This suggests that the observed F(Z) 5 L EKD /L MLD at Z , 3 (Fig. 2) might be determined by other processes than 10-daily averaged surface forcings. At Z . 3, however, L EKD /L * agrees well with L EKD /L MLD . Good correspondence between the observed and simulated F(Z) suggests that L MLD actually represents the mixed layer depth determined by stabilizing surface forcings. Note that Goh and Noh (2013) reported their mixed layer depth (defined at the depth of the largest stratification) followed L Z72 (rather than L Z02 ) from Z (5 l/L in their notation) 5 20 down to 0.42. To see the validity of L Z02 at such smaller Z, LESs from Z 5 32 to 0.125 were additionally performed with idealized forcings (Table 2 ). Our LESs show that the mixed layer depth defined as in Goh and Noh (2013) follows L Z02 down to Z 5 0.125 (green triangle in Fig. 8) , showing the validity of L Z02 rather than L Z72 .
Diurnal cycle effects on the mixed layer depth can be examined by performing LESs with B DC 5 0 (no diurnal cycle in surface buoyancy flux). Time evolutions of L * estimated in these LESs were also shown in Fig. 8 . Close correspondence between L * with B DC 5 0 and daily averaged L * with B DC 6 ¼ 0 is found, though the former is slightly smaller than the latter. These results suggest that the diurnal cycle in the surface buoyancy flux makes diurnal variations of SMedLD larger, while it does not change dependence of averaged SMedLD on Z.
c. The ''mixing'' layer depths Zilitinkevich scale was originally proposed for the mixing layer depth rather than the mixed layer depth. Though the mixing layer depth is hardly estimated from Argos float profiles, it can be easily estimated in LESs.
To see the validity of the Zilitinkevich scale as the SMingLD in the ocean surface boundary layer under diurnally cycling surface buoyancy flux, the response of the simulated mixing layer depth to surface forcings was also examined.
Because the mixing layer is a layer of active mixing (Brainerd and Gregg 1995) , it can be defined using TKE u 0 i u 0 i /2 (where u 0 i denotes velocity anomaly from its horizontal mean u i ). In this analysis, the mixing layer depth (denoted as L ** ) was defined as the depth of 10% TKE relative to its surface value.
The mixing layer depth L ** estimated every hour is shown in Fig. 7 . It shows large diurnal variations as L * shows. Though L ** is occasionally larger than L * at lower latitudes, the greatest L ** in each day agrees well with L 0 * (the depth of 10% buoyancy relative to its surface value).
Average and standard deviation of F(Z) 5 L EKD /L ** over 5 days (T 5 # t # T 10 ) were calculated and plotted in Fig. 8 . The averaged F(Z) approaches constant value as Z becomes small, while F(Z) is proportional to Z 1/2 as Z increases. This feature agrees well with those of the Zilitinkevich scale. Thus, the Zilitinkevich scale captures quasi-steady SMingLD even in the ocean surface layer where the effects of diurnal variations in the surface buoyancy flux are often large.
Concluding remarks and discussion
The present analysis of the mixed layer depth L MLD estimated from Argo float profiles and surface wind stress (rU 2 * ) and surface buoyancy flux (B) estimated from satellite showed that L MLD under stabilizing buoyancy flux (B , 0) responds to U * and B in a manner that L MLD 5 U * /f(0.28 1 0.31Z) 1/2 or U * /f(0.35Z) 1/2 at Z . 2, where Z 5 2B/jf jU 2 * is the normalized surface buoyancy flux. Large-eddy simulations (LESs) performed under zonally averaged steady U * and diurnally cycling B reproduce this feature. This suggests that Zilitinkevich's scale L Z02 5 U * /f(a 1 bZ) 1/2 (Zilitinkevich et al. 2002 (Zilitinkevich et al. , 2007 , originally proposed for stable atmospheric boundary layer, can be used as the stabilized mixed layer depth scale in the ocean surface boundary layer. Our LESs also showed that L Z02 can be used as a valid scale of the mixed layer depth scale even at Z , 2 if the depth is defined based on the buoyancy ratio rather than buoyancy difference. LESs also showed that the simulated mixing layer depth is well scaled by the Zilitinkevich scale, even under the diurnally cycling surface buoyancy flux that is typical in the ocean surface boundary layer. It was also found that the diurnal cycle in surface buoyancy flux does not change the dependences of the mixing/mixed layer depths on stabilizing surface forcings, though it enlarges its diurnal variations. This scaling enables us to know how the stabilized mixed and mixing layer depths respond to surface momentum and heat fluxes, both of which can be remotely estimated from satellites. This scaling is thus expected to contribute to better estimation/prediction of several processes as mentioned in section 1.
Note that the global distribution of L MLD 2 L Z02 (Fig. 9a) shows that L Z02 tends to overestimate L MLD at lower latitudes than 108. Some other processes not considered in the present study affect the mixing/mixed layer depth. One possible process is Ekman upwelling (curlt/rf ) that can uplift the mixing/mixed layer base. In fact, the region of large upwellings (Fig. 9b) estimated from the wind stress curl averaged over the period of corresponding L MLD (L Z02 ) agrees fairly well with the overestimated region (Fig. 9a) .
The present study focuses on the mixing/mixed layer depth stabilized by surface buoyancy flux. For this purpose, a large portion of data that are likely affected by other processes such as preexisting stratification (e.g., Pollard et al. 1973; Lozovatsky et al. 2005) were discarded from the present analysis (section 2). Interestingly, overall dependence of F 0 (Z) on Z is similar to the Zilitinkevich scaling. This may indicate that averaged effects of these processes are secondary on global distribution of the mixing/mixed layer depth. Further detailed investigation is necessary for better understanding of these effects, and it will be done in our future study. 
